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Abstract:
Exertional heat stroke (EHS) is one of the most common causes of sudden death in athletes. It
also represents a unique medical challenge to the prehospital healthcare provider due to the time
sensitive nature of treatment. In cases of EHS, when cooling is delayed, there is a significant
increase in organ damage, morbidity, and mortality after 30 minutes, faster than the average
EMS transport and ED evaluation window. The purpose of this document is to present a
paradigm for prehospital healthcare systems to minimize the risk of morbidity and mortality for
EHS patients. With proper planning, EHS can be managed successfully by the prehospital
healthcare provider.
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INTRODUCTION
Exertional heat stroke (EHS) is an emergent hyperthermic condition that occurs in individuals
performing physical activity, typically in warm environments (1, 2), but can also occur with
exertion or impaired heat dissipation in cool environments (3). This is contrasted by classic heat
stroke, which occurs more commonly in those lacking normal thermoregulation, such as the
elderly and infants during heat waves. EHS is characterized by severe hyperthermia (>40.5°C)
and end organ dysfunction, which typically manifests as central nervous system (CNS)
dysfunction (4). Optimal outcomes from EHS requires rapid reversal of hyperthermia through
whole body cooling (5, 6). Evidence has shown that immediate and aggressive cooling after

collapse ensures survivals with limited sequelae (6–10), highlighting the need for appropriate
prehospital care.
Cold water immersion (CWI) is considered to be the gold standard treatment for EHS (11), but
unfortunately, there are many situations in which CWI is not available. In the current practices of
Emergency Medicine, Prehospital Medicine, and Sports Medicine, there is wide variability in
practices for EHS despite published evidence for optimal EHS care. Efforts are required to
standardize treatment by these providers and coordinate efforts toward providing optimal EHS
care in the prehospital setting.
On March 1, 2016 the Korey Stringer Institute convened a meeting with experts in the fields of
emergency and sports medicine to identify best practices for the care of EHS in the prehospital
setting. Meeting participants provided input on topic areas related to exertional heat stroke care
to achieve a consensus on best practices for the prehospital healthcare provider. The purpose of
this paper is to introduce a paradigm for the emergency and sports medicine professional to
develop prehospital protocols that increase the likelihood of survival and reduce morbidity from
EHS. As shown in Figure 1, the steps for survival from EHS require a rapid response by the
prehospital provider.

Figure 1. Basic paradigm for the care of EHS.
RAPID RECOGNITION
The first step to optimize treatment for EHS is the early recognition of the condition.
Recognition of EHS in an individual who has collapsed during or following exercise often relies
on first responders and lay persons. Emergency medical services dispatchers’ input may be
critical in guiding initial triage and treatment of a potential EHS patient. Recognizing the signs,
symptoms and situations associated with EHS can greatly aid in identifying the EHS patient.
Providing education to EMS dispatchers will improve recognition of this condition and allow for
earlier implementation of treatment, thereby improving outcomes.
EHS typically occurs in warm environments in individuals performing strenuous exercise.
However, it should be noted that even in cooler conditions, intense exercise by itself may result
in an individual succumbing to EHS (12). The EHS patient will initially present with CNS
disturbances (e.g. confusion, irritability or other irrational behavior) and may culminate in a
collapse or loss of consciousness (4).
It should be noted that in some patients a lucid interval occurs, with CNS function rapidly
declining afterwards (4). In addition, it is a common misconception that all EHS patients will
have stopped sweating, have hot skin, or be unconscious, when in fact none of these symptoms
are required for a diagnosis of EHS. In fact, many case reports have observed that the EHS

patient may not only be awake, but have cool, clammy skin or likely still be sweating profusely.
A basic algorithm for the recognition of EHS is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Algorithm for the treatment of EHS. TREC: Rectal Temperature; CNS: Central
Nervous System.
RAPID ASSESSMENT
The two pathognomonic characteristics of EHS are hyperthermia and CNS dysfunction. The
EHS patient can present in a variety of mental states, ranging from mildly disoriented or
combative to comatose, which typically resolve rapidly with treatment and return to
normothermia (13). The differential diagnoses for a collapsed athlete with altered mental status
are broad (e.g., traumatic brain injury, hyponatremia, exertional sickling, cardiac arrhythmia), so
an accurate measurement of internal body temperature is necessary to appropriately make a
diagnosis of EHS (14, 15). The best field expedient for body temperature measurement in
exercising individuals is a rectal temperature (TREC). Previous research has shown that aural,
oral, tympanic, axillary, and temporal measurements have been shown to be invalid during and
immediately following intense exercise in the heat (16–20). Furthermore, surface temperature

readings are likely to provide a false sense of reassurance that the patient is not severely
hyperthermic, when in fact the patient may be suffering from EHS.
With suspected EHS, a prehospital healthcare provider should immediately perform a TREC
assessment, at an insertion depth of 15 cm (21). The typical temperature threshold associated
with EHS is 40.5°C. In practice, however, based on the typical time for emergency medical
services to arrive on-scene, it is important not to attempt to rule out EHS if the TREC is slightly
below the threshold (22). The identification of a suspected EHS with confirmation via TREC
should immediately trigger the next step of the process: immediate and rapid cooling. If a TREC
is not available or difficult to obtain (e.g., due to a combative patient), cooling should not be
delayed in cases of suspected EHS.
RAPID COOLING
Best practices require rapid cooling of the patient to a temperature less than the threshold for
critical cell damage (∼104.5°F) in less than 30 minutes from the time of collapse (8). In most
situations, this leaves the prehospital healthcare provider with little time to deliver appropriate
treatment. The current best practice for cooling an EHS patient is whole-body CWI from the
neck down (11). Concerns for adverse side effects from CWI have been shown to be unfounded
in hyperthermic individuals (23). If the dispatcher or first responder suspects EHS, the individual
should be cooled with any available on-site measures until more advanced care arrives. If EHS is
confirmed by responders, more aggressive cooling must begin immediately.
In situations where EHS is known or expected to occur, such as running races or football
practices, advanced planning is essential to ensure adequate staffing, and access to the necessary
supplies for CWI in order to allow for on-site cooling. Regardless of the nature and locale of an
EHS patient, the goal for treatment is to minimize the amount of time the individual is
hyperthermic (8, 10, 24). This reasoning underlies the principle of “cool first, transport second”.
Given the significant increase in organ damage, morbidity and mortality that occurs after 30
minutes of hyperthermia, rapid cooling onsite should be built into local existing protocols
wherever feasible. This can only be accomplished with the understanding and cooperation of
event planners, on site medical teams, and preplanning with the local EMS system.
Transportation of an EHS patient should occur only if it is impossible to cool adequately onsite
or after adequate cooling has been verified by a body temperature assessment.
There are two key principles for external cooling of an EHS patient: 1) provide a modality of
adequate cooling capacity, and 2) apply this modality to a sufficient body surface area. These
two components combined determine the effectiveness of a cooling modality. Due to its superior
cooling capacity, modalities involving CWI applied to most of the body surface area typically
yield the fastest cooling rates. The recommended minimum rate of cooling for treating an EHS
patient is at least 0.15°C per minute (25). Cooling rates for some common methods are shown in
Figure 3. Cooling should be terminated when the body temperature reaches 38.6°C to minimize
the risk of severe hypothermia (4, 26). Mild hypothermic overshoot is common and benign, but
patients should be passively rewarmed to 37.0°C.

Figure 3. Cooling rates for common cooling methods (6, 27–29, 42–46). Dotted line represents
minimum recommended cooling rate for an EHS patient.
CWI has been shown to have the highest documented cooling rates for the reversal of
hyperthermia. In ideal conditions, Proulx et al. was able to achieve a cooling rate of 0.35°C per
minute in hyperthermic healthy subjects (27). Meanwhile, Demartini et al. reported a cooling rate
of 0.22°C per minute in a dataset of 274 EHS cases (6). An example of a CWI setup is shown in
Figure 4.
There are some alternative modalities which have also shown acceptable cooling rates that may
be more applicable for patient transport or when other resources are limited (25). For example,
tarp-assisted cooling (Figure 5) has demonstrated cooling rates of 0.14–0.17°C per minute (28,
29). Similarly, clinicians have reported success utilizing patient “body bags” filled with water
and ice for cooling. Overall, the choice of cooling modality should be dictated by the maximal
cooling rate that can be achieved given the resources at hand.
For events with medical personnel on-site (e.g., a certified athletic trainer or physician), the
appropriate standard is to cool the EHS patient on site, which avoids delays in treatment (30).
On-site cooling minimizes the amount of time that an individual is hyperthermic and has been
shown to improve clinical outcomes (6–8, 10). Once an EHS patient has been cooled on-site,
they can then be safely transported to a hospital for continued medical care. In situations where
EHS is more likely to occur (e.g., large scale sporting events held in warm-weather), on-site
medical staff should be prepared to immediately cool an EHS patient.

Figure 4. Cold-water immersion setup for EHS patient treatment.

Figure 5. Tarp-assisted cooling.
When transporting an EHS patient who was not able to be cooled on-site, the most aggressive
cooling method available should be applied during transport until the recommended treatment
endpoints are reached. For example, continuously applying cold-wet towels over the patient’s
body is an example of a cooling modality that can be applied in an ambulance and requires

minimal supplies. During heat waves or other situations where increases in EHS are anticipated,
prehospital providers should be prepared to initiate pre-established cooling options using their
available resources. It should be noted that cold saline infusion by itself has not been shown to
reach acceptable cooling rates (31). However, when cold saline infusion is used in combination
with other cooling modalities patient outcomes may be improved (5, 31).
In order to minimize the risks of severe hypothermia from CWI, TREC needs to be monitored
throughout the cooling process. Cooling should be stopped when the body temperature reaches
38.6°C (32). In cases where hypothermia persists, normal rewarming procedures may be
followed while monitoring body temperature.
In some situations, non-critical but distracting conditions may arise while cooling an EHS
patient. Diarrhea, emesis, and combativeness can be seen and should be managed without
disturbing the essential priority of rapid cooling. Only in rare cases an arrhythmia, seizure, or
other serious condition will occur during an EHS episode. In these situations, the more emergent
condition should be addressed first, with the goal of rapid re-initiation of cooling treatment for
EHS as soon as the more concerning medical issue is stabilized.
In some instances where advanced resources and personnel are available onsite, and the EHS
patient is appropriately treated, a physician can discharge the patient without being transported to
a medical facility (5). However, for most cases of EHS the final step in care is the rapid initiation
of supportive care and evaluation for other end organ dysfunction at an appropriate Emergency
Department (ED).
RAPID ADVANCED CARE
In the case of an EHS being transported to the hospital, EMS dispatch and/or on-site medical
officials should notify the hospital medical team in advance to allow staff to prepare for
treatment to begin immediately upon patient arrival. The diagnosis of EHS in an ED may be
difficult, as the EHS patient may present with a temperature less than 40.5°C either due to active
or passive cooling that has already occurred (30). Furthermore, if it is not possible to adequately
cool the patient in the prehospital setting, the hospital or medical center needs to be prepared to
cool the patient to 38.6°C.
Most hospital EDs are not equipped with various mechanisms or modalities for cooling, making
rapid cooling difficult to achieve once the patient arrives. CWI remains a viable option to
successfully cool an EHS patient in the hospital, even if initial cooling was delayed (33). The
hospital should consider having appropriate treatment areas ready for EHS cooling during heat
waves or large-scale sporting events (e.g., road races). In many cases the decontamination room
provides adequate drainage to employ CWI or dousing.
The ED and hospital should be prepared for common sequelae of EHS, such as rhabdomyolysis,
disseminated intravascular coagulation, and liver failure, especially in cases where cooling was
delayed (34). In addition, EHS may present very similar to a malignant hyperthermia-like
syndrome (35). Beyond this, further care for EHS patients in-hospital after cooling are described
elsewhere (36).

CONCLUSION
Rapid recognition, assessment, cooling, and advanced planning are the key components that need
to be provided in order to minimize the risk of morbidity and mortality for EHS patients. EHS,
like many other emergent medical conditions, such as acute ST elevation myocardial infarction,
acute ischemic stroke, and trauma, requires timely intervention during the initial “golden hour”
to achieve the best outcome for the patient (37–39). The importance of these concepts to the
survival of EHS has led some states to develop prehospital EHS related statutes and legal support
(40). The advancing evidence-based standard of care for EHS requires that medical systems need
to plan, develop, practice and evaluate their capabilities for prehospital treatment and to
implement protocols supporting immediate and aggressive cooling on site and during transport
(41). We provide an updated paradigm for emergency medical services to initiate treatment in
cases of EHS.
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